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Human properdin binds influenza A virus and restricts infection in a complement-independent 
manner
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Soluble molecules of the innate immune system play a major role in the initial defences against infection by pathogens. 
Properdin is a multimeric soluble protein released by activated neutrophils. It is critical in the stabilisation of the complement 

alternative pathway C3 convertases. Properdin is able to bind to certain pathogen surfaces, stimulating convertase formation 
and opsonisation. Our objective was to screen a range of purified human soluble factors involved in innate immunity and 
complement regulation for their capacity to inhibit haemagglutination of guinea pig red blood cells by human influenza A viruses 
in a complement-independent manner. Human soluble factors were purified from human serum by affinity chromatography. 
Alternatively, recombinant proteins were expressed in E.coli. Purified proteins were dialised and purity, molecular weight and 
appropriate folding were verified. We found that purified properdin inhibits haemagglutination of all influenza A virus strains 
tested (A/Hong Kong/99 and A/Udorn/72 H3N2 viruses and A/WSN/33, A/Hong Kong/98 and pandemic A/UK/09 H1N1 
viruses). Inhibition was more potent on H1N1 viruses including pH1N1. We found that properdin interacts with native viruses 
and purified haemagglutinin and neuraminidase envelope proteins. Quantitative real-time-PCR studies on M1 viral gene at 
early and late times post-infection shown that properdin down regulates infection of A549 pneumocytes by pH1N1 virus. 
Our findings reveal that human properdin binds influenza A virus and restricts infection of target cells. The observation that 
properdin interacts with influenza A virus without involving C3b is novel and worth further investigation.
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